
Year 4:Curriculum overview 2017-2018 

Year 4 

Newtown 

Autumn 1 

 

Autumn 2 

 

 

Spring 1 

 

Spring 2 Summer 1 

 

Summer 2 

 Kingswood  Newtown  Newtown Kew Garden WW2 Newtown  

Maths 

 

 

 

 

 

Identify gaps 

Fluency and 

reasoning Number 

and place value 

Addition and 

subtraction 

Geometry shape  

  

Number and place 

value 

Addition 

subtraction 

Multiplication and 

division 

Measure area 

Number and place 

value 

Fractions  

Measurement: 

Time 

 

 

Number decimals 

Measurement  

Money 

Geometry shape 

Number and place 

value Roman 

Numerals 

Addition and 

subtraction 

Multiplication and 

division  

Fractions and 

decimals 

Measurement 

Geometry shape 

area, symmetry, 

position  and 

direction 

English 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Text: How to 

Train your Dragon 

by Cressida Cowell 

 
 

 

Themes: Anglo 

Saxons and 

Vikings 

 

Complementary 

texts: The Dragon 

Text: ‘The 

Tempest’ by 

William 

Shakespeare 
 

 
Themes: 

Shipwreck 

 

Complementary 

Text:  Journey to 

the River Sea by 

Eva Ibbotson and  

Tuesday  by David 

Wiesner 

 
Author: David 

Wiesner 

 

Complementary 

Text: The Great 

Kapok Tree by Pie 

Corbett  

 

Complementary 

Texts: 

Themes: Rainforest 

 

O

 

Text: ‘Letters 

from the 

Lighthouse’ Emma 

Carroll 

 
Genre: Historical 

fiction 

 

Complementary 

Texts:  
Goodnight Mr Tom 

Text:  

Kensukes’ Kingdom’ 

Michael Morpourgo  

 

 
 

Author: Michael 

Morpurgo 

Complementary 

Texts: Other 



Slayer ( Literacy 

Shed) 

Beowulf Michael 

Morpurgo 

 

Outcome: to 

instruct  

(write instructions 

on how to look 

after a dragon) 

 

texts: extracts 

from Disney’s 

‘Fantastia’, 

extracts from 

‘Robinson Crusoe’, 

pictures and 

video/audio clips 

to stimulate 

 Outcome: to 

entertain and to 

describe (write 

their own 

shipwreck 

narrative) 

texts: non-fiction 

books about the 

rainforest, 

habitats,  

 

 

Outcome: to 

recount and 

report ( write a 

newspaper report) 

 

Complementary 

texts: non-fiction 

books about the 

rainforest, habitats,  

 

Outcome: to 

entertain and to 

describe ( write 

their own innovated 

tale TfW)  

( film) and 

extracts from 

Anne  Frank 

 

Outcome: to 

empathise  

(write comparative 

letters/blogs 

between the 

characters) 

texts by Michael 

Morpurgo 

 

Outcome: to 

entertain and to 

describe (write 

diary entries as 

characters, daily 

journal updates, 

Science 

 

 

 

 

In a state 

Solids liquids and 

gases 

Good Vibrations  

What do we know 

about sound? 

Switched on 

Electricity  

Human Impact 

What impact do 

humans have? 

Where does all 

that food go? 

Teeth and the 

digestive system 

Who am I? 

Who are you? 

Ongoing  Classifying: Our changing world Local environment study Newtown  Local walk 

History Saxons, scots and settlement 

Link to local area 

 

Vikings and Anglo Saxons WW2 evacuees Newtown  

Geography Local area study 

Water cycle  

 

 

Maps  

Rainforest Biomes and 

vegetation  

Maps – equator/tropical 

Local area study  

RE Temptation  

Making choices 

Holy 

Mary mother of 

god 

Myth  

 

Myth  

Ritual  

Pascal candle 

Devotion  

 

Hindu worship 

Symbol  

Stories as a symbol 

PE Invasion Games: Tag 
Rugby  
Outdoor & 

Invasion Games: 
Netball / hockey 
Aesthetics: 

Outdoor & 
Adventurous:  
Cross Country/ 

Striking and Fielding: 
Cricket 
Athletics: Track & Field 

Net and Wall games: 
Tennis 
Athletics: Track & 

Striking & Fielding: 
Rounders 
Net and Wall games: 



Adventurous: Team 
Building/Sitting 
Volleyball 
Health Related 
Fitness: Circuits & 
Sports Aerobics 
 

Dance 
 

Orienteering 
Athetics: Gymnastics 

Events Field Events Volleyball 

Art 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To create sketch books to record their 

observations and use them to review 

and revisit ideas 

To improve their mastery of art and 

design techniques, including drawing, 

painting and sculpture with a range of 

materials 

Learn about great artists, architects 

and designers in history 

 

Design technology  
Design and make 
the water cycle 
 

 
Changing state of 
food  

 
Design and make 
an object to use 
electricity  

 
Design and make a 
mini rainforest 

 
Living on a ration 
 
WW2 Food 

 
WW2 exhibition  

Computing 

 

Use technology safely, 

respectfully and 

responsibly; recognise 

acceptable/unacceptable 

behaviour; identify a 

range of ways to report 

concerns about content 

and contact 

 

To  design, write and 

debug programs that 

accomplish specific 

goals, 

including controlling or 

simulating physical 

systems; solve 

problems by 

decomposing them into 

smaller parts 

 

Use sequence, 

selection, and 

repetition in programs; 

work with variables 

and various forms of 

input and output 
 

Use logical reasoning to 

explain how some 

simple algorithms work 

and to detect and 

correct errors in 

algorithms and 

programs 

 

Understand computer 

networks including the 

internet; how they can 

provide multiple services, 

such as the world-wide 

web; and the 

opportunities they offer 

for communication and 

collaboration 

 

Use search 

technologies 

effectively, appreciate 

how results are 

selected and ranked, 

and be discerning in 

evaluating digital 

content 

  

To select, use and 

combine a variety of 

software (including 

internet services) on 

a range of digital 

devices to design and 

create a range of 

programs, systems and 

content that accomplish 

given goals, including 

collecting, 

analysing, evaluating and 

presenting data and 

information. 

Pshe 

(Jigsaw) 

Being me in this 

world 

Celebrating 

differences 

Dreams and goals Healthy me Relationships  Changing me 



Music Maintain part in 

more difficult 

songs/part songs 

Confidently and 

fluently sing in tune 

with clear diction, 

breath control and 

tone,  

 

Pupils can play using 

a range of tuned and 

untuned percussion, 

showing good 

rhythmic and 

melodic control 

demonstrate correct 

techniques when 

playing melodic and 

rhythmic patterns 

with expression  

Pupils can read from 

basic western 

notation, with a 

growing awareness 

of pitch 

 

Create and refine musical improvisations 

using more complex rhythms and melody  

Create melodic and  rhythmic patterns, 

melodies using voice, instruments and 

technology 

Create layers of sound within musical 

structures, showing an understanding of 

how sounds fit together  

Use musical symbols and notation to 

record and create compositions  

Aurally identify, recognise and respond 

to  standard and invented composition. 

 Offer comments from own and others 

work and ways to improve, accept 

feedback and suggestions from others.   

Listen to a range of live and recorded music 

from different traditions, genres, styles and 

times, responding appropriately to the 

context 

Trips/ visitors 

Must have one 

mainland visit 

Kingswood Newtown  

Compare and 

contrast  

Newtown  

Local Area walk 

Kew Gardens WW2 Newtown 

Local area walk 

 


